Human Oral Motion-Powered Smart Dental Implant (SDI) for In Situ Ambulatory Photo-biomodulation Therapy
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Peri-implant disease is an inflammatory condition affecting the soft and hard tissues surrounding a dental implant. However, current preventative methods are insufficient due to the limited bioactivity on the dental implant and poor patient compliance. Recently, photo-biomodulation (PBM) therapy that can recover and regenerate peri-implant soft tissue has attracted considerable attention in dentistry. In this paper, a seamless human oral motion-powered dental implant system (called Smart Dental Implant or SDI) is presented as an ambulatory PBM therapy modality. SDI allows the in situ light delivery, which is enabled by the energy harvesting from dynamic human oral motions (chewing and brushing) via an engineered piezoelectric dental crown, an associated circuit, and micro light emitting diodes (LEDs). The SDI also offers adequate mechanical strength as the clinical standards. Using primary human gingival keratinocytes (HGKs) as a model host organism and Pseudomonas aeruginosa lipopolysaccharides (LPS) as a model inflammatory stimulus, effective SDI-mediated PBM therapy is demonstrated. A new class of dental implants could be an ambulatory PBM therapy platform for the prevention of peri-implant disease without patient dependency, warranting long-lasting dental implants.

1. Introduction

Approximately 3 million Americans have at least one dental implant, and this number is propelling by the prevalence of tooth decay in the growing geriatric population as well as periodontal disease in the overall population.[1] The dental implant is the only restorative tooth replacement method that can preserve and stimulate natural bone growth. Oral rehabilitation with dental implants also helps in restoring oral function and facial form of a patient.[2,3] Although dental implants have become a reliable and routine component of the daily dental practice, failures do occur, resulting in discomfort, painful and costly surgeries, and the potential breakdown of overall oral health.[4–6] Especially, smokers and patients with a history of chronic periodontitis or diabetes are more vulnerable to early failures.[7–9]

The dental implant failure is primarily attributed to the susceptibility of the implant and implant-supported restorative surface to bacterial colonization (dental plaque) and the subsequent inflammation of gingival (gum) tissue (peri-implant disease) (Figure 1A).[10,11] Under the healthy oral condition, periodontal tissues protect the dental implant’s surroundings against bacterial invasion. However, the peri-implant interface (functional epithelium or tissue adjacent to the implant abutment) has been shown to be less effective than natural teeth in resisting bacterial invasion. Abnormal gingival fiber alignment and reduced vascular supply at the interface make the peri-implant tissue more vulnerable to subsequent peri-implant disease, resulting in the potent implant loss.[12,13] Additionally, current dental materials exhibit limited bioactivity to prevent peri-implant disease, and current treatment, such as plaque control or routine mechanical instrumentation, are insufficient due to poor patient compliance.[14–16]

There were many attempts to achieve the effective prevention of peri-implant disease by incorporating antimicrobial molecules in the restorative dental crown to reduce bacterial activity.[17,18] However, gradual passive losses of bioactive elements from the surface into the surrounding environment have limited its adoption to the clinic. Thus, a proactive approach that can efficiently recover and regenerate the host peri-implant soft tissue against bacterial intrusion is warranted. Among many tissue regenerative therapies, photo-biomodulation (PBM)
therapy (also known as low-level light therapy (LLLT)) has been highlighted due to its significant biological effects.[19,20] Despite potent biological functions of photo-stimulation on promoting tissue healing, reducing inflammation, and attenuating bacterial activity, its adoption to dental care as an implantable mean has yet to exist due to the lack of reliable light delivering methods.

Here, we present a smart dental implant (called SDI) system for in situ ambulatory PBM therapy, augmenting the immunity of gingival cells against potential peri-implant diseases without patient dependency (Figure 1a). Our SDI system is essentially a counterpart of the existing conventional dental implant but enables energy harvesting and light delivery using a piezoelectric
dental crown and embedded light emitting diodes (LEDs). Oral mechanical motions, such as chewing or brushing, strike SDI to cause the electrical energy generation, which is accumulated in temporary energy storage (a capacitor in our case) for irradiating embedded LEDs. Such active and localized light delivery significantly enhances BPM therapy due to consistent light delivery at extreme proximity to the peri-implant tissues. SDI also provides a high degree of spatial and temporal control of light delivery not achievable through the distant and externally delivered modalities. Importantly, SDI provides adequate mechanical strength as a dental crown. We experimentally investigate the efficacy of SDI-mediate PBM therapy using human gingival keratinocyte (HGKs) cells treated with *P. aeruginosa* LPS as a model stimulant.

2. Results

2.1. Principle of Human Oral Motion-Powered Smart Dental Implant (SDI)

To realize our SDI system and meet the clinical feasibility, we employed a screw-retained crown design which is one of the clinical standards. It consisted of an implant abutment, a dental crown, an associated circuitry, micro LEDs, and a securing screw (Figure 1b,c). Notably, a key component of SDI was a dental crown that is functionalized (i.e., piezoelectric) for energy harvesting from dynamic human oral motions, such as chewing or brushing. In this study, we utilized barium titanate nanoparticles (BTNPs) as a piezoelectric material, which is a lead-free ferroelectric nanoparticle and suitable for biomedical applications. The crown was composed of two-phase composite (Figure 1c): the dispersion of piezoelectric nanoparticles (0–3 composite; i.e., 0-dimension BTNPs embedded in 3-dimensions matrix) and traditional dental material attributes (1–3 composite; i.e., 1-dimension dental resin pillar embedded in 3-dimensions BTNPs-based composite). We chose the two-phase composite because the 0–1 composite offers the piezoelectric nanoparticles to afflict more directly with oral biomechanics for efficient energy harvesting and the 1–3 composite by the traditional dental material provides adequate mechanical strength under the mechanical stresses due to these oral motions (Figure 1c). Additionally, we created the piezoelectric dental crown by implementing a paste extrusion 3D printing technique that enables the customized production of a patient-specific design, accommodating the patient’s unique anatomy (see Materials and Methods for detailed fabrication process).

Figure 1d shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of BTNPs colloidal suspension and Figure 1e shows the surface morphology of postprocessed 3D printed BTNPs-fused dental crown. As seen, the postprocess (i.e., sintering) transformed scarcely connected BTNPs into a single bulk piezoelectric material. The Raman spectroscopy also confirms the piezoelectricity (Figure 1f). A sharp peak at 306 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates the signature of the tetragonal structure of barium titanate. Element analysis of the SDI also confirmed the intact BTNPs after the fabrication process (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Figure 1g shows a prototype of SDI. An optical property of BTNPs (white color) was also suitable for dental material since it provides the balance between opacity and translucency the SDI to blend in with the existing teeth.

Another important component of the proposed SDI was the power management circuit that enables energy harvesting (Figure 1h). We designed two different circuits for continuous wave (CW) and pulsed wave (PW) as these waveforms could enable unique PBM efficacies (see also Effect of SDI-mediated LED irradiance on HGKs results). For the CW, we employed a low-loss full-wave bridge rectifier and a storage capacitor (e.g., supercapacitor) that converts the AC electrical energy into a DC electrical output. The PW was generated by using a single Schottky diode and a capacitor. A miniaturized circuit was fabricated and placed between the dental crown and an abutment (see Materials and Methods for electronics design and fabrication). Note that the bottom of a dental crown was designed to have a space for the circuit, which also allows for substantial connection to micro LEDs that were placed around the corners of the dental crown.

2.2. Energy Harvesting of Chewing and Brushing Motions

The energy harvesting performance of the SDI was evaluated using dynamic human oral motion models of chewing and tooth-brushing. The electrical voltages were measured when the SDI is stimulated by chewing motion using a force application machine, which is capable of simulating antagonist strikes in accordance with controlled parameters (Figure 2a). To examine the efficiency of mechanical to electrical conversion, the SDI was tested without a circuit first. Figure 2b shows a representative example of the electrical voltage outputs from an SDI under chewing motion (the applied force was ≈90 N at a frequency of 5 Hz). The output showed three different regimes: a positive voltage during compression, a negative voltage during decompression, and followed by an idling trend between two different directions of forces. As an indenter initiated to compress the SDI, the electrical energy begins to increase proportionally to the applied force. At the onset of maximum compression (i.e., maximum load), the subsequent decompression surged in the polarity of voltage generation as the direction of the applied force was reversed, thus explaining the negative voltages. As an indenter returns to the base position and was lifted from the SDI, the voltage output also returned to the idle point until the next cycles start. The empirical piezoelectricity was measured to be 202 ± 10.87 pC N\(^{-1}\). The electrical voltage output was then managed via a pair of a diode and a capacitor, which converted the sinusoidal voltage outputs into a pulse wave (PW) output, as seen in Figure 2c. The PW output deriving LEDs in frequency mode could be more beneficial for PBM therapy (see Effect of SDI-mediated LED irradiance on HGKs results). While the frequency was determined by the oral motions, it could also be adjusted to continuous wave (CW) by implementing a rectifier circuit with a large capacitor (we used 47 μF or above to compensate for the low frequency) (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Figure 2d shows a comprehensive result of average voltage outputs of the SDI under soft food chewing motions that ranges from 30 to 100 N (f = 5 Hz). The average voltage outputs were measured to be 0.4 V (±2.6 mV) to 1.3 V (±2.8 mV) as a function of applied chewing force (V = 0.014F + 0.058; R\(^2\) = 0.97; where V is voltage and F is applied force).
Figure 2. Generation of electrical power by mimicked human oral motions. a) The SDI under a chewing machine. b) Voltage outputs without a circuit during chewing motion: the response of SDI follows compression (blue shade), decompression (red shade), followed by an idling period (green shade). c) Converted PW using an integrated circuit, d) A comprehensive average voltage output as a function of applied force ($V = 0.014F + 0.058; R^2 = 0.97$). e) The SDI under a brushing machine. Adapted from “Analysis of the mechanical stability and surface detachment of mature Streptococcus mutans biofilms by applying a range of external shear forces,” by Hwang et al., 2014, Biofouling: The Journal of Bioadhesion and Biofilm Research, 30(9), p. 1081 [30]. Copyright 2014 by Taylor & Francis. Adapted with permission. f) Voltage outputs without a circuit during brushing: sweeping-in (blue), sweeping-out (red shade) has significantly shorter time duration, and idling period (green shade) is exceptionally longer than that in chewing motion. h) A comprehensive voltage output as a function of applied force ($V = 0.009F − 0.005; R^2 = 0.99$). Error bars represent standard deviation; At least three independent SDI prototypes were tested.

Figure 2e shows a brushing motion that is applied to the SDI using a custom-made shear force application machine (Figure 2e).[30] We observed similar voltage outputs to the one from the chewing machine (Figure 2f). Without a circuit, the voltage output induced by a brushing motion also had three regimes, a positive voltage due to brush fibers start sweeping in, a negative voltage as brush fibers finish sweeping and slowly lift off from the SDI, and an idle period. However, the time duration of rising and declining voltages was about half of the chewing motion (20 ms vs 40 ms). It was attributed to the force application direction respect to the poling direction of the SDI. During the fabrication, the SDI was poled in $d_{33}$ direction (i.e., longitudinal). The chewing motion would be in the same direction as the poling, which is the preferred direction for energy harvesting.[22,26,31] In contrast, the brushing motion was perpendicular to the poling direction, $d_{31}$ (i.e., lateral direction), whose piezoelectric constant relating the open-circuit voltage to the input mechanical stress is about half of the primary poling direction (measured to be 113 ($\pm$4.08) pC N$^{-1}$). As such, the converted PW exhibited varying voltage amplitude (Figure 2g). Despite half of the piezoelectric constant, the dental crown under brushing motion generated a comparable voltage output to the chewing motion: 0.7 V ($\pm$5.4 mV) vs 1.0 V ($\pm$2.8 mV) (Figure 2h). The average outputs of the SDIs ($n = 3$) were linearly proportional to applied forces as shown in Figure 2h ($V = 0.009F − 0.005; R^2 = 0.99$). This was due to the symmetrical nature of geometry (i.e., low aspect ratio) of the SDI that affected a large portion of a dental crown to deform in the longitudinal force even under the lateral brushing motion (the Poisson ratio compensates for the difference in $d_{31}$ and $d_{33}$ constants).[32]

2.3. Effects of SDI-Mediated LED Irradiances on Primary Human Gingival Keratinocytes (HGKs) Against Bacterial Inflammation

Figure 3a illustrates an experimental setup for light irradiance measurements as well as in vitro PBM therapy study, which connects the SDI under chewing or brushing machine and electronics, i.e., rectifier and a micro-LED. The results of energy harvesting from chewing and brushing motions indicated a low-power LED could be sufficiently powered (see Supplementary Information for a video clip for brushing motion demonstration). In this study, we used a single LED per well to quantify the baseline effects of light intensity to the primary human gingival keratinocytes (HGKs) in near-contact mode. Note that multiple LEDs can also be powered with the SDI under chewing or brushing motion by connecting them in a parallel configuration. We determined the electrical voltage to be 1.3 V for the red LED under chewing motion (70 N) or brushing motion (100 N). The corresponded light irradiance was measured to be 0.3 mW cm$^{-2}$. For the identical light irradiance, near-infrared LED required 0.8 V, which could be derived from 60 N of chewing motion or 90 N of brushing motion. All light measurement were done by a silicon photodiode in a black box (see Methods and Materials for light measurement procedure). Additionally, we performed SDI-mediated PBM therapy using pulse wave (PW) and continuous wave (CW) because our previous report on the near-contact PBM therapy revealed that the PW light therapy can be more effective than CW light therapy in some biological settings.[27] Figure 3b shows the average light irradiance from the SDI prototypes according to various PW frequencies. The average light irradiance increased in the higher frequency since a capacitor was more
frequently charged, enhancing the energy harvesting efficiency. We determined the frequency of PW to be 5 Hz by adjusting the motion frequency of our oral biomechanics machine.

Next, we examined how efficiently the SDI-mediated PBM therapy can improve the viability of HGKs from bacterial invasion. In this experiment, we separated the biological study platform and the oral motion models because cultured cell and optical measurements are subject to vibrational stimulus. The output of SDI under the chewing or brushing machine (denoted as “\( V_{out} \)” in Figure 3a) was routed to an optical table with an LED and a cell plate on the surface while removing any vibrational noise (LED is placed right under the cell plate) as seen in Figure 3a. Following our established in vitro model to stimulate host cells and induce inflammation, we exposed HGKs to bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS), which is the major virulent component of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria (see Materials and Methods section for in vitro model). We investigated the efficacy of our system using two experimental scenarios: 1) total energy density of 4 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) of R or NIR exposure according to 90 min of the SDI operation via chewing or brushing motions, assuming it as a total activity of daily human oral motions; 2) 10 µg mL\(^{-1}\) of LPS exposure to initiate cell inflammation without severe cell death, mimicking initial stage of bacterial infection of host cells. Note that our previous studies revealed that blue and green irradiances substantially lowered the cell viability; thus, blue and green were excluded from this study. Similar to our previous study, LPS exposure to HGKs induced cell inflammation, reducing its viability by \( \approx 20\% \) \( p < 0.05 \). In contrast, all irradiation conditions were able to fully recover the viability of HGKs against LPS stimulus. Particularly, these PBM therapies significantly increased the viability of inflamed HGKs at least 45%, up to 75% (vs control with LPS; \( p < 0.001 \); Figure 3c). Indeed, this remarkable improvement of cell viability exhibited 30–40% higher viability, even compared with non-inflamed HGKs \( p < 0.01 \). It is noteworthy that different conditions induced different levels of treatment efficacies (the highest efficacy of 75% from R-CW or NIR-PW vs control with LPS), indicating that specific wavelength or frequency may stimulate chromophore in HGKs in a different way.

2.4. Mechanical Strength of Smart Dental Implant

The SDI system needs to have sufficient mechanical strength to withstand large chewing forces as crowns are frequently exposed to those motions, particularly in the molar region (the maximum chewing force can go up to 900 N). Therefore, we experimentally validated the mechanical strength by measuring the flexural strength (FS) and flexural modulus (FM) of the mixed-mode dental composite that is used in the SDI. We used a three-point flexural test, which is a recommended method by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) protocols that classifies dental crown materials and specifies their requirements (ISO 4049) (See Materials and Methods section for mechanical strength testing procedure). Table 1 summarizes a comparison of the mechanical strength of our SDI to other materials. The dental composite used in the SDI showed FS of 50 MPa and FM of 6630 MPa, which are comparable to the mechanical strengths of dental resins reported elsewhere (FS: 65–130 MPa, FM: 2000–7500 MPa). It indicated that our engineered dental crown could reasonably endure the impact force (flexural strength) while causing lower deflection (flexural modulus).

In addition, we performed mathematical modeling of our molar design using a finite element analysis (FEA) simulation method that has been widely used to evaluate mechanical performance, thereby complying with FDA guidelines. The data also confirmed that sufficient mechanical properties could be obtained and there would be free of structural defects across the 3D printed customized BTNPs-infused dental crown (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

3. Discussion

The development of an advanced dental implant system equipped with enhanced biological activity may effectively modulate the innate immunity of epithelial cells against bacterial invasion, thereby preventing peri-implant diseases. Therefore, we implemented the in situ photo-stimulation system by using a seamless piezoelectric dental implant platform. The proposed SDI system enables near-contact light delivery of two different...
wavelengths (R or NIW) up to 4 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) energy density (Figure 2) with two operation modes, CW or PW (Figure 3). A new class of PBM therapy using the SDI may significantly increase clinical feasibility as the current light delivery method, such as a LED probe or a fiber optic, typically needs high power or a skilled clinician to interface the junctional epithelium or tissue adjacent to the implant abutment. The near-contact light delivery requires the low power to operate the LED that induces significant biological effects, thereby eliminating a cooling system to reduce heat from electronics. Our SDI system also demonstrated adequate mechanical strength that can resist external forces and stresses generated by daily oral activities, which meets with the clinical requirements.

Given the human-motion derived electrical properties of the SDI in this study, we found that either R-CW or NIR-PW irradiance can successfully promote cell proliferation under inflammatory conditions induced by LPS. In our previous study and other reports, the efficacy of PBM therapy can be varied by wavelength, energy density, irradiation time, treatment regime, operation mode (continuous waves or pulsed waves) as well as the type of cells.\(^{[27]}\) The general consensus is that the high wavelength (e.g., red or near-infrared) improves the cell viability, while mid wavelength (e.g., green) has no significant impact regardless of energy density and the low wavelength (e.g., blue) rather reduces the cell viability.\(^{[19,27]}\) Indeed, blue light therapy is a clinically accepted approach to kill a pathogen, such as Propionibacterium acnes infections.\(^{[41]}\) Since NIR irradiation exhibited outstanding efficacy of protecting cell viability and recovering from inflammation, it may be interesting to test mixed wavelengths (e.g., blue/red or blue/near-infrared) to improve the efficacy of PBM therapy that may result in killing pathogenic bacteria without affecting the viability of host. The light intensity and operation mode are also important PBM ‘dose’ as the excessive energy can cause negative effects on cell viability (i.e., biphasic effect). In this study, we designed our SDI to deliver an energy level of 4 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) since we encountered the biphasic effect at 4.5 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) in our previous study.\(^{[27]}\) Therefore, individual studies may be required to determine optimal PBM dose that is dependent on the cellular energy status (i.e., ATP level).\(^{[42,43]}\)

Although we comprehensively demonstrated that our SDI system could be powered by human oral motion and generate sufficient energy to prevent potential peri-implant disease, it is noteworthy that the performance was tested under ideal conditions such as continuous oral motion with adequate frequencies. Therefore, a transistor switch can be added in the circuitry to store the energy (when oral motions are applied) and release stored electrical power at a later time (when sufficient energy to power LEDs is accumulated). In addition, secured packaging of the SDI will be critical for long-term reliability. While the current packaging method using parylene coating (conformal moisture and dielectric barrier) was sufficient,\(^{[44]}\) reinforced sealing of the embedded all electronics inside of the crown may be required to avoid any mechanical contact with the oral environment. Furthermore, embedding multiple LEDs at the bottom of the crown will benefit the efficacy of SDI-mediated PBM therapy. It is to ensure the complete coverage of surrounding junctional gingival tissues where the peri-implant disease is commonly found. Also, the results on the mechanical strength of our SDI may not be significant compared to commercially available human dental crowns due to the use of dental resin. Structural improvement by introducing emerging dental material, such as zirconia, may be worth investigating in the future.

### 4. Conclusion

In summary, we presented an ambulatory PBM therapy modality by performing an SDI that systematically integrates energy harvesting and near-contact light delivering techniques in the form of a dental implant. The results clearly demonstrate that the SDI could convert human oral motions into controllable in situ light irradiance. In turn, we confirmed the light irradiance of the SDI could provide effective PBM therapy in the HGKs-LPS model using two effective wavelengths and two operation modes. Most significantly, to our best knowledge, the present work is the first demonstration of energy harvesting of oral biomechanics using a dental implant platform and its translational therapeutic application to ambulatory in situ PBM therapy. Provided the importance of the peri-implant disease and the feasibility of the proposed work, we look forward to the further development of the SDI, especially for the preclinical efficacy study using animal models. Therefore, improving mechanical strength by exploring other emerging dental materials, such as zirconia, will be necessary for future study. Successful completion of this translational research will lead to a highly advanced multi-functional implant system to prevent peri-implant diseases and reduce the risk of implant failure. Furthermore, this therapeutic strategy could be applied to other implant systems susceptible to constant exposure to bacterial burdens, causing adjacent host inflammation in the human body.
Figure 4. Fabrication procedure of SDI: a) preparing binding solution by PVDF/DFM, b) adding BTNPs for BTNPs colloidal suspension, c) loading into a syringe of the 3D printer, d) postprocessing of debinding and sintering, e) poling the postprocessed 3D printed dental crown, f) laser machining to introduce trenches to form 1–3 composite, g) filling the trenches with dental resin, and h) polishing and cleaning.

5. Experimental Section

**Smart Dental Implant Fabrication:** The BTNPs colloid suspension was prepared as the following. The base binder solution was first prepared by mixing polyvinyl fluoride (PVDF; Sigma Aldrich) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF; Sigma Aldrich) by a weight ratio of 1:8.8 at 80 °C for 15 min (Figure 4a).[45] The BTNPs (400 nm, US Research Nanomaterials) was slowly added into the binder solution while continuously stirring by hand until it reached a high-volume concentration (Figure 4b). The empirical result found that the binder solution could take up to 332 wt% of BTNPs. The BTNP suspensions were then loaded to a syringe (10 mL) with 600 µm nozzle, followed by installing to a paste extrusion 3D printer (Tissue Scribe, Culture3Ds) (Figure 4c). The printing speed was adjusted to 1 mm s$^{-1}$ with a z-resolution of 400 µm. The printed SDI was then dried at 120 °C for 2 h to evaporate DMF, completing the green material. The postprocessing of debinding and sintering were subsequently performed using a tubing furnace (CSL-1500X, MTI Corporation) (Figure 4d).[22,45] The temperature profile for debinding was at 650 °C for 1 h (ramp rate = 3 °C min$^{-1}$), followed by sintering at 1400 °C for 3 h (ramp rate = 5 °C min$^{-1}$) (Figure S4, Supporting Information). After the postprocessing, the SDI was poled to align randomly oriented ferroelectric domains (Figure 4e). For that, the SDI received temporary electrodes at top and bottom by applying silver epoxy (8331, MG Chemicals), which was applied and dried at 60 °C for 1 h. The SDI was then placed on the custom-made poling stage that has a copper bottom plate and a spring-loaded needle electrode from the top. The poling stage was also equipped with a built-in heating element in a silicone oil bath. Using the poling stage and a high voltage source (230-30R, Spellman), a uniform electric field of 1 kV mm$^{-1}$ was applied across the SDI while the temperature of the silicone oil bath was set below the Curie temperature for BTNPs (80 °C). The total poling time was 4 h. The SDI was then modified using a laser machine (VLS6.60, Universal Laser Systems) to create honeycomb-inspired trenches for 1–3 composite configuration, which reinforces the mechanical strength (Figure 4f). The trench size was 1 mm in diameter. The trenches were filled with ultraviolet (UV) light curable dental crown resin (C&B Micro Filled Hybrid, NextDent). Note that other dental material, such as dental resin, metal, or ceramic (e.g., zirconia) can be used. Prior to filling the trenches, the dental resin was stirred overnight on a rotational mixer platform. The sidewall of the dental crown was also enforced by coating with the dental resin. After filling, the SDI was degassed for an hour, followed by UV light curing (100402-400, IntelliSpense). Lastly, the fabricated piezoelectric dental crown was sanded and polished for the final touch (Figure 4h). As the filling process often created residues on the surface, the dental crown could be further polished and adjusted to the desired shape as necessary.

**Fabrication of Electronics:** Miniaturized electronics to be housed in a small space were also fabricated at the bottom of SDI. To facilitate the miniaturization of electronics, surface-mount components were used on a printed circuit board (PCB) that was manufactured via a traditional
fixtures for the comprehensive mechanical evaluation (ISO 4049 (Dentistry—Polymer-based restorative materials)-specific test) was used.

Upon the assembly of all discrete components, the circuit was coated with 5 mm thick of Parylene-C (Specialty Coatings) for electrical passivation and protection. Parylene is widely used encapsulation material for electronics due to its pinhole-free conformal coating and excellent moisture and dielectric barrier. Lastly, the PCB was assembled to the SDI using a dental adhesive (Panavia, Kuraray Medical Inc.), then a retaining screw mounts the SDI assembly onto the implant post securely.

**Light Measurement:** The light measurement was done on an optical table. An LED was connected to the SDI via 10 cm-long polyimide coated copper wires and was securely mounted on the floor of the optical table. While the SDI was stimulated under the oral motions, light irradiance was measured using a silicon photodiode (FDS1010, Thorlabs) from the top. The distance between the LED and the photodiode was ≈5 mm. The photodiode output was then measured using a precision current meter (2400, Keithley). Note that all measurements were done inside of the black box to eliminate the ambient light. The light energy density was calculated based on the measured irradiance and frequency. The light energy density of PW due to chewing or brushing motions was measured to be 0.77 µJ cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) at 4 Hz, which in turn 4.1 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) for 90 min of exposure.

**Dental Biomechanics: Chewing and Brushing Machines:** Two different human oral motions were modeled: chewing and brushing. For the chewing model, an electromechanical universal test machine (311R, TestResources, Inc.) was programmed. It was capable of simulating antagonist strikes in accordance with controlled parameters by adjusting the traverse paths of the axes and the speeds. A series of complete chewing cycles were executed onto the distobuccal cusp of SDI. The counterweight was also varied, which loads the antagonists and generates contact pressure during the abrasive motion. Based on the existing literature, the soft food chewing motion parameters were employed\(^{29,46}\): speed = 20–40 mm s\(^{-1}\), force = 0–200 N, and frequency = 1–5 Hz.

For the brushing model, the custom-design rotational apparatus was built. The rotation was induced by a motor (BDC3030, Caframo Limited) that holds a central steel rod with a square blade at the bottom. On the blade, toothbrush heads were mounted at each end. The central rod was then placed on top of a circular platform, which also holds multiple plastic rods on its edge; thus, the brush heads could sweep the SDI mounted on a plastic rod as on the central rod rotates. On the plastic rods, a designated space was introduced to mount the SDI. The filaments of the brush overlapped ≈5 mm of the SDI. Based on the existing literature, the brushing motion parameters were employed\(^{29,46}\): speed = 20 mm s\(^{-1}\), normal force = 12 N (assuming 600 filaments sweep the SDI on each stroke and normal force due to a single filament was ≈20 mN\(^{27}\)), shear force = 15–70 N, and frequency = 1–5 Hz.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy:** The surface morphology of SDI was characterized using Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (Quanta, FEG 450). Elemental analysis of SDI was performed using Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Quanta, FEG 450). The SEM working distance was 9.64 µm (Figure 1d) and 9.77 µm (Figure 1e), respectively. The magnification was 2500× for Figure 1d and 5000× for Figure 1e. The field height \(h\) width was 82.9 × 55.3 µm, with a resolution of (1536 × 1024 pixels).

**Measurement of Flexural Strength and Flexural Modulus:** An electromechanical universal test machine (311R, TestResources Inc.) was used with ISO 4049 (Dentistry—Polymer-based restorative materials)-specific test fixtures for the comprehensive mechanical evaluation\(^{35}\) (Figure 5). A three-points flexural bend fixture was used. A total of ten beam structures (25 × 2 × 2 mm\(^3\)) were prepared based on the same mixed-mode composi...
24 h, the cells were washed and the culture medium was replaced with fresh media (0% FBS). Then, LPS was added and the cells were subsequently incubated for an additional 24 h. With a predetermined optimal concentration of LPS (0–20 µg mL⁻¹), the cells were also pretreated with the STI before LPS exposure, as described in the previous section on PBM therapy, and the cells were subsequently incubated for an additional 24 h. Then, the viability of cells was evaluated using the MTT assay (see Cell culture and cell viability assay for detail).

Statistical Analysis: At least three independent experiments were performed for each experiment mentioned above. The results from independent experiments were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was carried out using GraphPad Prism 8 software via unpaired t-tests. The level of significance was set at 5%.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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